
INSTRUCTIONS FOR JL-08 MODEL OMNI-DRICTIONAL GOGGLES

1． Executive Standard：Meets the medical qualification specification, the European standard CE en 166:2001 personal eye
protection related specifications, flat lens, anti-corrosion, anti-impact, anti-droplets, anti-sandstorm, large field of vision, 1.5 mm

≦ thickness double-sided anti-fog polycarbonate bulletproof glass lens.

2． Product structure and protection function：

2.1 double-sided anti-fog lens to prevent the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor or the fogging in the cavity of the

frame, affecting vision;

2.2 according to the face design of Chinese adults, it adopts non-toxic soft PVC transparent material, comfortable to stick to the face

and all-round protection;

2.3 polycarbonate bulletproof glass lens with a thickness of more than 1.5mm can withstand the impact strength of 45m/s;

2.4 elastic and durable elastic band can be adjusted at any time according to personal habits to ensure comfort;

2.5 the ventilator valve is equipped with a filter screen to prevent sand or droplets from entering, increase oxygen in the eyes, relieve

eye fatigue and reduce fog;

2.6 the entire spectacle frame is molded by mirror polishing mold, without burr and bump, soft and comfortable.
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3.Optional Models：【Make sure your order is clearly marked】

JL-08A Regular style, with 4 ventilation valves, can be used to prevent droplets, sand, spatter and other occasions.

JL-08B No 4 ventilation valve, generally used in hospitals to require a fully enclosed goggles.

4.Package configuration and quotation：

4.1 the product packaging factory is equipped with the standard pollution-free simple packaging of transparent film bags. If the

customer has instructions, color boxes, etc., it will be added in addition.

4.2 the factory is equipped with transparent picture frame + transparent anti-fog piece + black elastic band, excluding freight and

tax, etc., the minimum order quantity is 100 pairs.

4.3 if the customer asks to print the LOGO, an additional fee will be charged.

4.4 the color of lens or frame is required, MOQ2000 is more than paid. The delivery date is subject to additional inquiries according

to the quantity.

4.5 additional fee for each certificate and independent packaging.


